


















VILLA 213 IS A MODERN DESIGN 

TROPICAL VILLA IN A BEAUTIFUL 


SEA VIEW LOCATION   

 


CORALESTATESALES.COM


What a beautiful lot this is! With 1,510 m2 very spacious and with phenomenal panoramic ocean 

view. Subsequently, the plot also has a green zone on both sides, so that the villa enjoys optimal 

privacy. Architectural firm IHC designed this delightful tropical villa that has been furnished with a 

great sense of atmosphere and design. It is a great opportunity to buy this ready-to-live-in villa.






























The layout of the villa is very pleasant. The living room with high rafter ceiling is directly connected to 

the veranda and open design kitchen. The villa is equipped with many hardwood shutters and 

therefore has fantastic ventilation. The veranda is placed under the hood and offers good shade. The 

L-shaped infinity pool is located to the right of the spacious terrace facing the ocean, has a long line 

at the front for swimming and a social corner at the terrace, in front of the kitchen. The view is more 

than 180 degrees because from this location you can also see part of the bend at lot 12 in Coral 

Estate.


























The bedrooms are located in the left wing of the villa. Two spacious guest bedrooms share a 

bathroom and the master bedroom has its own spacious bathroom, walk in closet and beautiful 

ocean view. The latter has a private terrace which has direct access to the pool terrace. The villa also 

has a guest toilet and washing machine room.


 


On the plot in front of the villa, on the ocean side, on top of the protruding cliff there is a nice palapa 

with lots of shade, beautiful views and electricity for lighting and to charge an i-pad while you relax. 

The driveway is accessible via an electric roller gate. There is also a drip system for garden irrigation 

on the lot.














This villa is ideal for permanent residence, as a holiday villa and for recreational rental. If desired, it is 

possible to place an apartment on the lower floor on the ocean side.


  

Details: 

- Lot 1,510 m2 with green areas on both sides


- Bedrooms 3


- Bathrooms 2.5


- Infinity pool with wide sea view


- Current modern design


- Fully furnished


- Lounge palapa


- Possibility to add an apartment on the lower floor


- Possibility to construct a garage or carport


- In particularly good condition, ready to move in


- Good rental possibilities 
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